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Line where plastic encases cleat.

Pocket design guidelines.
CL716without spurs.

Pocket design guidelines.
CL716 with proposed spurs.

A "square" hole
makes it easier
to thread ropes.

A. The sides of the CL716 are wide enough for the
over-moulded plastic to grip the cleat very well.

B. Spurs mean that the moulding does not have
to overlap the top of the teeth.

Spurs
provide
extra
grip.

For 3D computer modelling, IGES files of the outside shapes are available.
Please ask for CL716os.igs and CL716oss.igs (with spurs).
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More space
for shut-off
against
mould.

B

A
A
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Proposed Spurs
project 1mm.

Advantage of spurs:

Disadvantage:

Extra grip within the
plastic.

Spurs require extra
space within the
moulding.
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Line where plastic grips cleat.
Pocket design guidelines.
CL716without spurs.

Pocket design guidelines.
CL716 with proposed spurs.

A "square" hole makes it
easier to thread ropes.

Line where plastic grips cleat.

Proposed Spurs
project 1mm.

Spurs
provide
extra
grip.

In hard, re-inforced
plastics may need
small channel to
guide spurs.

Draft taper
on sides
allows
plastic to
form a
positive
grip.

Press cleat into
moulding in this

direction.
(This is best done when

the moulding is hot,
straight off the injection

moulding machine).

The tapered sides of the
CL716 allow good grip as the
plastic shrinks onto the
cleat after it has been
pressed in.

Advantage of spurs:

Disadvantage:

Extra grip within the plastic.

Spurs require extra space within the
moulding.

Note:
May require a small undercut within
moulding to accommodate spurs, once
inserted.
Or, cleat can be heated before insertion.
Or, cleat can be inserted using ultrasonics.

For 3D computer modelling, IGES files of the outside shapes are available.
Please ask for CL716os.igs and CL716oss.igs (with spurs).
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